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Unlike your automobile or home, insurance protection is often considered intangible, similar to what the future might be. However, my
experience working on “both sides of the street” has proven that
ensuring that you have adequate insurance coverage is one of the
most important and tangible decisions a person can make.
After obtaining my Master's Degree, in 1986, I started my professional career working for an insurance carrier as a safety consultant
or as they were termed “the eyes and ears of the underwriter”. At that
time being young, I did not believe losses occurred. After 5 years, I
went to work in the construction industry, responsible for insurance
and risk management and I soon discovered how important accurate
and complete coverage is to a successful business. For the next 14
years, I saw first-hand how important insurance, safety and heavy
construction projects work together; side-by-side to complete large
building projects and protect the owners, managers, employers and
employees who had a financial stake in there successful outcome.
When the Pierce Agency opportunity presented itself, I realized that I
could provide my knowledge, skills, and experience to commercial,
agricultural, personal, life and health insurance markets and I have
not looked back since.
Helping people understand the importance of protecting themselves,
explaining how to do so and then providing the coverage at a reasonable rate has become a passion and personal mission statement.
I enjoy people and love the challenge that working in the insurance
industry brings to everyday life. Please allow our agency to build a
partnership with you, so you are able to trust us to protect your most
important assets, for the long-term.

The CSP credential is the
mark of the safety professional
and is recognized as having
met the professional challenge
of illustrating competency
through education, experience,
and examination.
The CSP certification marks
individuals who have met
educational and experience
standards and passed rigorous
examinations validated against
the practice of hundreds of
safety professionals.
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